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jection is done evaluating projects realized earlier and

I. Introduction
In the literature of economy there is no unified
opinion concerning the stage of every investment project as well as for the whole project estimation. The
majority of the authors [I, 2] evaluate social, ecological and technical indicators separately and do not include them into the general system of the indicators of
the investment estimation while considering the dominating economic result as the priority.
One of the most difficult problems of the modem
urbanism is the combined estimation of the old town
building renovation according to technical-economical
and social-economical indicators. This estimation is closely related to social requirements and perspectives of
city development. One of the best models in the evaluation of investment projects is used by the USA company Continemal Group. The projects are being estimated in two aspects: commercial attractiveness and project realization in the enterprise [3].
The system of old town building renovation that

after the main directions of the decisions are defined.
The methods of multi- criteria analysis play the main
role when solving the real life tasks [5]. These methods are being applied more and more often. There
are no absolutely reliable methods of multicriteria analysis; nevertheless, they can help the consumer to avoid
main contradictions in the analyzed sphere.
The application of methods of multicriteria analysis for reviving an old town expands the possibilities
of its regeneration planning and marketing, also lets to
quicken reviving work.
A complex of methods of multicriteria analysis was
created (Fig I). It is aiming at finding the way of how
to raise the efficiency of the investments for the old
town revival, also at increasing fidelity to the calculations.

2. The marketing principle of renovation of old town
buildings

investigates variants of building usage and helps defi-

Before the purchase of buildings their estimation

ning the most etTective ones could help speeding up

is being done. The first step is to define the technical

renovation and expand the volumes of old town rege-

status of the building. The dimensions are gotten du-

neration. also would positively influence the construc-

ring this process and they serve tor evaluating pans of

tion companies· and investors· activity.

the building. The next step is the estimation of the

One of the principal targets while renovating old

value of the whole object. It is possible to define the

towns is the adartation of architectural monuments to

market price of the building according to its real estate
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factors that define the building \alue. in general. These

calculation of investment needs is being executed (4 ].

factors are: features of the object. comparable value of

Under the nowadays conditions the possess of the

the object, real money power of the purchase. Besides

big practical experience and good engineering intuition

it is a must to estimate heaps of additional factors -

is not enough for the building renovation. Well-foun-

area, appearance, the character of the use of the ob-

ded decisions can only be taken after the variant pro-

ject, legal rights of ownership, etc.
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Several variants of the building use are being pro-

As the methods of management and the technique

jected. For example, the apartments, cafe or the hotel

of the determination are growing modem. the methods

can be tined out. The estimation of expenditure is

of multicriteria analysis are becoming more important in

being made up for every variant. When the expenses

management spheres. There are no possibilities to solve

for all variants are known, marketing calculations are

problems while investigating difficult systems of techno-

performed: which variant is cheaper, what profit is pos-

logy and marketing using just the one-time estimation

sible after the sales or rent of the building, what price

methods. Only the multicriteria analysis, which takes in-

of the sales should be ensured for getting the invested

to account diverse efficiency indicators, allows to create

means back and receipt of the planned profit. Using

etl'ective methods for solving difficult problems.

the way of comparison, possible price of the sales is

Several methods of multicriteria analysis are desc-

being carried out. If crediting is part of the plan, the

ribed in literature. However, there is no sense in using

stages of credit taking and investment are prospected

only one method of multicriteria analysis for solving

taking into consideration the growth of interests.

sophisticated problems. Grouping, linking of the met-

According to the system of efficiency indicators

hods, also applying them in tum becomes a must. The

and applying methods of multicriteria analysis the best

offered complex of the methods of multicriteria analysis

variant is chosen. Then the building is being renova-

is presented in Fig I.
First of all, the potential variants of the building

ted and sold.

renovation are carried out. The efficiency indicators are

3. Complex of the multicriteria analysis methods

made up and they will make the ground for comparing

The theory of multicriteria analysis is applied for

the analyzed variants. After questioning the experts, sig-

the decisions while evaluating indicators that are most

nificances of the indicators are defined, using the met-

often contradicting each other. The problems of mul-

hod of the expert pair comparison.
Numerical values of weights q j(j =l,n) are de-

ticriteria analysis are very different, though all these
tasks have some common features [6]: the problems

fined by solving the optimization problem:

have several indicators, the estimation criteria usually
contradict each other, the estimation indicators have
(I)

different measuring units. The solution result of such
a problem is to find the best alternative or to choose

l,n) satisfy limitations:

the one of the alternatives. The methods of multicri-

when unknown quantities Qj(j =

teria analysis create or search for the variant that corresponds to all criteria in the best way. Because of

(2)

the contradictions of the indicators to each other, a
smart compromise must be found.

where h· . - values of criteria pairwise comparison
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II

In order to avoid accidental mistakes. three met-

.,

I;; =(n-1)+ Lhj;.i,j=l, ... ,n,

(4)
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hods of variants usefulness function are offered: TOPSIS (Technique .for Order Preference hy
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j.
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(6)

= 0.

Ana~vsis

of Preference) [II.

12]. LINMAP method for construction problems was
applied tor the first time.

(7)

Using this method, the values of every indicator

The pair comparison method is useful because the

are constantly increased or constantly reduced. Then

experts have the possibility to compare the indicators

we can have the possibility to define the "perfect'" so-

in couples. what is really important when comparing

lution. which is made up of the best values of the in-

big amounts of indicators. The group estimation can be

dicators. and the "negatively perfect" solution, which is

considered to be reliable only when the opinions of

made up of the worst values of the indicators.
The relative closeness of each alternative in res-

the experts interrogated are reconciled. Therefore statistical processing the information supplied by the ex-

pect of the ideal solution is defined as follows:

perts, conciliation of their opinions should be appraised and the reasons for multivaluation of the informa-
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tion should be defined.
The pair comparison method, presented by T. Saaty, does not include the test for conciliation of the

where
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(8)

of each alternative from the

experts'opinionss. Therefore the offered expert method

ideal one, L7 - separation of each alternative from
the negative-ideal one, m - number of alternatives.

to test the conciliation of the experts' opinionss is the

A set of alternatives can now be preferebly ranked

one that was presented by L. Evlanov.

according to the descending order of K BIT .
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Fig I. Complex of multicriteria analysis methods
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SAW is probably the best known method of
multiattribute decision-making. Attribute values must be
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II
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hest score is the one prescribed to the DM:
The existence of several methods of the research
implies a question, which of these methods should be

(9)

used. The question "which method suits the problem

where q - importance weight of the attribute, x(; -

answer. It is much harder to evaluate the quality of the

the outcome of the i'" alternative about the j'" attribute

methods of multi-criteria analysis that examines limited

with a numerically comparable scale, n - number of

discrete mathematically described figure of the variants

best" is the most important but again it is difficult to

alternatives.

in comparison with the methods of the finite element

In LINMAP method, m alternatives composed
attributes (decision matrix with elements

11

xij) are rep-

resented as m points in the 11-dimensional space. The

mathematics. As every method of multicriteria analysis
has its own advantages as well as disadvantages, there
is no absolute answer to this question.

weighted Euclidean distance, d;, of the A; from the
ideal point is given by

The choice of methods in a common case is determined by:
I) physical value of the indicators;

1/2

d;=
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x•
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2) level of the mathematical and program mainte-

,i=1.2•... ,m,
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nance;
3) subjective circumstances of a different level.

square distance, s;

=dl , is

sults of the calculation (the line of priority) when rec-

given by

koning by different methods.
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The model of the estimation of multicriteria met-

(II)

j=l

where
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Besides, there is a possibility to get different re-

is the ideal value for the j'h attribute. The

hods is based on the average use of the Borda and

are at least intervally scaled, and the larger

Copeland methods [13. 14]. The common conclusions

can be made out after the multicriteria analysis has

-'";; . the larger preference.
Let 0= !(k,l): denote a set of ordered pairs

been fulfilled.
The risk of the renovation variants is detern1ined

(k./) where k designates the preferred alternative on

a ti.,rced choice basis resulting from a paired compari-

in matrix way. Let's assume that the in\'estor wants to

son in\'oh ing k and I .

e\ aluate the risk level for each variant. That requires

Then we han:

to calculate the standard deflection and the cuetlicient
of the \ariation ti.lr each \ariant.
II
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The standard deflection ti.lr ewry case is determi-

( 1.~ I

ned by the formula:

f=l

( 13)
( 15)

Now the corresponding model is:

where S; - the solution result, conforming the i situ-
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ation development scenarios, S0 - expected result of
the probability, P; - the probability of situation development scenarios, t - the figure of scenarios of situation development.
The risk level of the assets is expressed as a function of liquidity. profit level and income stability:
( 16)

R=L·D·C.

where L - level of liquidity, D - level of profitability
of the assets, C - Ievell of the income stability.
On the ground of the system of multicriteria anaFig 3. Form for filling in values of criteria

lysis methods. the authors have developed the computer program WinDeterminator for solving the multicriteria tasks. The program should be useful for students
of various specialties, scientists and manufacturers.

The definition of the variant priority to the TOPSIS, SAW and LINMAP methods is also programmed.

Usually the work with the program is processed in

To make the system control more primitive for the con-

two stages: first of all the values of efficiency indica-

sumer, decision matrix for the determination using TOP-

tors are determined, later the variants priority row is

SIS, SAW and LINMAP methods, are filled in the sa-

being defined using the values of efficiency indicators

me form (Fig 3).

based on SAW, TOPSIS or LINMAP methods.

The facilities of the method created were shown

The programmed block of the experts opinions pair

solving a real comparison task of the old town buil-

comparison is assigned for determining the efficiency

ding renovation. The method was applied to the invest-

of indicators estimation (Fig 2). The program allows to

ment project of the building in Vilnius old town. Va-

save and to load again the data of separate tasks:

rious variants of this building renovation were exami-

experts' forms and solution matrixes. All the data, which

ned according to this method, the most perspective

consist of the values of efficiency indicators of all va-

ways of utilizing this building were defined. This pro-

riants that are examined, the values of weights of cri-

ject now is implemented and economical indices are

teria, the information showing whether the efficiency

similar to calculated ones. More information about ca-

indicator is minimized or maximized, are included into

se studies will be published in next number of STA-

the matrix. Data are saved on the special format used

TYBA (Civil Engineering).

by the program.

4. Conclusions
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variant. When the necessary expenses are clear tor a
variant, marketing calculations are performed: which

Fig 2. Form for filling in questionary results

variant is cheaper, what profit is possible after the building is sold or rented, what price of the sales must be
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for getting back the invested money and ensuring the

9. The facilities of the method created were shown

planned profit. Possible price of the sales is defined in

solving a real comparison task of the old town buil-

a comparison way. If the crediting is part of the plan,

ding renovation. The method was applied to the invest-

the stages of the credit taking, investment itself and

ment project of the building in Vilnius old town. Va-

the growth of the interest are foreseen. The best va-

rious variants of this building renovation were exami-

riant is chosen in accordance to several criteria. Furt-

ned according to this method, the most perspective wa-

her stages of the process: the building is being reno-

ys of utilizing this building were defined.

vated and sold, rented or put in service.

I0. The methods of multicriteria analysis are to

3. A system for estimating the investment variants

be applied for examining variants of the old town re-

of the old town building renovation was built up in a

novation in marketing aspect: they make the process

marketing aspect. The variants are estimated according

more effective and reliable.

to: profitability, durability, maintenance expenses. business perspectives, location of the building, period from
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